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10:00am  Professor Charles Scherbaum. Welcoming remarks.

10:15am  Yelena Khvatskaya (Baruch College). Self-efficacy as a differentiating factor between functional and dysfunctional impulsivity. *Advisor: Professor Artistico*

10:30am  Victoria Felix (Wagner College). Aversive racism in hiring judgments involving Asian Americans. *Advisor: Professor Park*

10:45am  Hirah Mir (Hunter College). Construct validity of alternative tests of cognitive ability. *Advisor: Professor Scherbaum*

11:00am  Elaina Montague (Baruch College). Understanding mindfulness. *Advisor: Professor Artistico*

11:15am  Annie Tran (Lehman College) Ethics and effect of surveillance and fatigue. *Advisor: Professor Engle-Friedman*

11:30am  **COFFEE BREAK**

11:45am  Felicia O’Connor (Fordham University) Effects of technology on juror decision making. *Advisor: Professor Park*

12:00pm  Clemente Diaz (Baruch College). Examining adverse impact of traditional and alternative standardized cognitive tests. *Advisor: Professor Scherbaum*

12:15pm  Sara Rhone (City College). Effects of fatigue on facial affect interpretation and sociability. *Advisor: Professor Engle-Friedman*

12:30pm  Katherine Bellesheim (St. John’s University). The effects of counter-stereotypical female roles on the recall of gendered words. *Advisor: Professor Park*

12:45pm  John Agosta (St. John’s University). Reducing adverse impact using alternative cognitive ability assessments. *Advisor: Professor Scherbaum*

1:00pm  Abu Nasim (St. Johns University). Do college students on psychiatric medication possess less academic self-efficacy than their non-medicated peers? *Advisor: Professor Artistico.*

1:15pm  Professor Charles Scherbaum. Closing remarks

**LUNCH**